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Proceedings of HT consumer interaction meeting.of Bidar division held on 30-11-2022, under the Chairmanship of the Chief Engineer (Electy). 0&M Zone ,GESCOM, Kalaburagi. 
The Chief Engineer (Electy), 0&M Zone GESCOM Kalaburagi welcomed all the officers and T consumers present in the meeting. The Chief Engineer (Electy), 0&M Zone GESCOM Kalaburagi, enquired about the various problems faced by HT consumers and guided the concerned officers, as well as consumers accordingly. 

ees en) e 1Minority Morarii Desai Residential School Bombalgi(RR NO:BBHT1: Sri. Ramesh, the representative of the Minority Morarji Desai Residential School Bombalgi, complained that, the major equipmemnts like transformer, CT, Insulators are getting burnt out frequently. Also, consumer requested for changing their tariff from HT to LT. 
The Chief Engineer (Electy), 0&M Zone GESCOM Kalaburagi, expressed that, the materials cannot be replaced from GESCOM end as it is a government installation, and guided the consumer to maintain the quality of the materials installed and to have maintenance at regular intervals of time. Asst Executive Engineer (Ele), HT rating opined that due to entry of moisture in the rainy season CT Chamber is getting carbonized, also CT box and insulators are getting burnt, as the installations is commissioned during 2005-06, Asst. Executive Engineer (Ele), 0&M expressed that there may be earthing problems as well. And it is brought to the notice of the chair that inside their premises overhead lines are running in hazardous nature from one location to other (like in the premises of hostel etc., ). Chief Engineer (Electy). 0&M Zone GESCOM Kalaburagi guided the consumer the process of conversion of tariff from HT to LTánd directed all the officers, to educate all the heads of (residential) schools about 

he electrical accidents, so that no un-toward accident happens. 
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2. Shree metal products Bidar (RR NO:HT61 
The representative of the Shree metal products complained the problem of HT AB 

cable through which power supply is arranged to their installation stating that during every heavy wind and rain the cable gets punctured and insulators break. 
The Chief Engineer (Electy), 0&M Zone GESCOM Kalaburagi 

Executive Engineer (Ele) Bidar division to look into the matter and make necessary 
arrangements for replacement of the cable as per norms. 
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3. Azkheem Labs Pyt Ltd.Kolar (K) Bidar RRNO:KHT-50) 

The representative of the Azkheem Labs Pvt Ltd, Kolar (K) Bidar complained about voltage 

drop after 4:00PM evening daily. 

The chair person 
directed the section officer to resolve 

consumer about resolving the same. 

the issue and assured the 

4. Govt. Polytechnic College Bidar (HT-81) 

Sri. Shaik Sirajuddin the representative of Govt. Polytechnic College Bidar complained about 

frequent interruptions as it is becoming a problem during examination period. EE 0&M Bidar 

assured of reducing the interruptions by arranging alternate source of supply. The Chief 

Engineer (Electy), 0&M Zone GESCOM Kalaburagi requested the consumer to intimate the 

period of examination well in advance. 

Finally, the Chief Engineer (Electy), 0&M Zone, GEScOM Kalaburagi reviewed the progres 

of works related to Amruth jyoti, Belaku,Vidyuth adalat, long pending arrears of LT3 & LT5 

tariff, and Highlighted the seriousness of the feeder wise & DTC wise energy audit. 

Meeting concluded with vote of thanks. 

Chief Engineer (Electy), 
0&M Zone, GESCOM, Kalaburagi. 

Camp at Bidar. 

Copy Submitted for kind information to: 

The Chief Engineer (Electy), (Operations), Corporate Office GESCOM, Station Road. 

Kalaburagi. 

Copy to 
1) The Executive Engineer (Ele), 0&M Division GESCOM, Bidar/ Humnabad for information and 

needful action. 

2) The Asst. Executive Engineer (Ele), O&M Sub-division, GESCOM, Bidar/ Kamthana/ Bhalkil 

Aurad for information and needful action. 

3) Minority Morarji Desai Residential School Bombalgi. 

4) Shree metal products Bidar. 

5) Azkheem Labs Pvt Ltd, Kolar (K) Bidar. 

6) The Principal, Govt. Polytechnic College Mailoor, Bidar . 

MF/OC. 
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